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5 Free Worksheets



Name:__________________________________

One 
fish.

Two 
fish.Red 

fish.

Blue 
fish.

Cut, color and paste the fish in the fishbowl.  
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For the ‘at’ word ladder, you can have students write 
‘at’ word on their own, or you can dictate the words 
to them.  (at, cat, bat, fat, sat, rat, mat, pat, hat)

For the ‘in’ word ladder, you can have students write 
‘in’ words on their own, or you can dictate the words 
to them.  To help student with vocabulary, ask the 
students questions and have them complete the word 
ladder.  (twin, spin, win, sin, kin, fin, bin, tin, pin, in).  

 "When you play a game,and you have the most 
points,what do you do?" ('win')

 "If you lose a button off your pants, what can you 
use to fasten them together until you sew on a 
new button?"  ('pin')

 "What word is a part of a fish?" ('fin')
 "What do you do with a 'top'?" or "If you turn 

yourself around and around and around and 
around, what are you doing to yourself?" ('spin')

 "Which word is a metal, many cans are made of 
it?" ('tin') 

 "What word means your relatives or family?" ('kin')
 "What word means one of two people, born 

together. They have the same parents and they 
have the same birthdays?" ('twin')

 "What word is a place where you can store 
things?" ('bin')

Word Ladder (hat) Directions:
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Name:__________________________________

at

Complete the ‘at’ word ladder.  
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Name:__________________________________

Complete the ‘in’ word ladder.  

in
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Name:__________________________________

six

one

two five

four

three

Trace the number word.  Draw or paste goldfish 
into bowl.
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Name:__________________________________

Complete the word families.  

-at -ish -am
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wish


